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300 MILLION-YEAR-OLD BOULDERS DONATED TO ECU
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On April 18, East Carolina University’s Department of Geological Sciences received a donation of three
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boulders, estimated at more than 300 million years old.
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The boulders were installed for display outside of the Graham Building as part of the department’s
collection of North Carolina rock types.
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David Lee (left), chief geologist and enviormental supervisor with the Wake Stone Corporation, and ECU Geological
Sciences associate professor Dr. Richard Spruill (right) stand with two rock specimens that were placed outside of
the Graham Building on Wednesday, April 18, 2018. (Photos by Rhett Butler)











Each boulder weighs several tons and came from a Rocky Mount rock quarry.
ECU students will benefit from the
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donation of the boulders, which will
contribute to their education.

◦ 300 million-year-old boulders
donated to ECU
◦ Students attend first Social Work
Career and Resource Fair
◦ Country Doctor Museum celebrates
50 years on April 21
◦ Dean, student switch roles in
Harriot College
◦ I-Corps@ECU honors
entrepreneurs

“Undergraduate and graduate
geoscience majors at ECU will utilize
these specimens in various classes,
including our yearlong sequence of
the study of earth materials called
mineralogy/petrology,” said Dr.
Richard Spruill, associate professor in
the Department of Geological
Sciences. “No other university in North
Carolina has such an extensive
collection of specimens of rocks from
N.C.”
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The donation was made possible by
the Wake Stone Corporation. The

Facilities Services employee Josh Cole (left) and David Lee (right)

boulders are from a granite intrusion

use straps to secure a large rock specimen while placing it outside

exposed at the land surface in the

of the Graham Building.

quarry. A much younger intrusion of a
dark colored rock called diabase, which occurred approximately 150 million years ago during the
Mesozoic opening of the Atlantic Ocean, also exists at the site.
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Dr. Richard Spruill (left) helps guide a bolder into place outside of the Graham Building.
Thomas Harriot College of Arts & Sciences
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